The leading order finite-width corrections to the equation of motion describing the motion of a domain wall are derived. The r&me in which this equation of motion is invalid is discussed. Spherically and cylindrically symmetric solutions to this equation of motion are found. We also clarify a misconception that has arisen in recent years reguding the rigidity (or otherwise) of cosmic strings.
There has recently been renewed interest in domain walls as possible sources of large scale structure in the universel.
With a few exceptions, most of the work done on the motion of walls has used the zero thickness approximation. The numerical studies of Widrow2 and Press, Ryden and Sperge13 have given much insight into the dynamics and evolution of finite thickness walls; however, it would be desirable to develop an analytic description of domain wall evolution which would preferably be model independent. In other words, we would like to obtain an approximate equation for a wall &ace without having to calculate the detailed dynamics of the scalar field.
We start by deriving the equations of motion for an infinitely thin domain wall (which turns out to be a generalization of the Nambu equation of motion for strings).
Then we derive the leading order corrections to this equation for walls of finite thickness due to the extrinsic curvature of the wall and the wall's self gravity. We do this by using an expansion scheme for the field theoretic equations of motion. For the non-gravitating case we check that the results obtained using the less satisfactory "effective action" method are the same.
Next we comment on a misconception that has arisen in recent years regarding the rigidity of cosmic strings4. Returning to walls, we proceed by discussing the relative importance of the gravitational and field theoretic correction terms, and under which circumstances each are relevant. We then apply our equations to a few simple cases to illustrate the rigidifying (or otherwise) effect of the correction. We compare our results with those of Widrow, and discuss the breakdown of our approximation.
A domain wall can occur during a phase transition into a broken symmetry state where the vacuum manifold has two or more disconnected regions, The wall becomes the boundary between regions lying in different vacua. To model the essential features of a thick wall, we will consider a scalar field with Lagrangian L = -;v.@q -V(#l), ( we shall take the metric to be of the form (-, + 
t k is a en to be a Sine-Gordon or Ad4 potential. We will consider the case where < 4 > -+ f < 4 >s on either side of the wall, and therefore define the wall mrface, X:, to be the three dimensional surface on which 4 = 0. In the typical example of a Ad4 wall in flat space, we have V(4) = WP -?v 4s = 17 tanh(&&z) Tab = -2Aq4sech4(6nz)(gas -v,ZvbZ) .
In this case, we see that
(1)
represent the thickness and energy per unit area of this wall respectively; these will be our expansion parameters for the wsll equations. More generally, if 77 represents the symmetry breaking scale, and X the self coupling of the field, then we expect the thickness of the wsll always to be O(l/&) and its energy per unit area O(6n3). This is the solution for a flat domain wall in a flat spacetime, in order to model a more general domain wall, we need to assume that the thickness of the wall is much smaller than both the extrinsic curvature of the wall and the horizon length (which is of order (Gu)-I).
We may therefore split the field equations into their components orthogonal and tangential to X:, the wall surface. This was done in ref. 5 using a Gauss Codazzi formalism, and so we will merely paraphrase the method here, and refer the reader to [5] for the details.
We let na be a unit geodesic normal vector field to C, and let I be the proper length along the integral curves of 7~'. Each z =const. surface then has unit normal n., intrinsic We also see that hoab is constant, and Koob is given by
which is just a constant term plus an odd function of u.
Taking the difference of this last expression on either side of the wall yields the Israel 
Here a prime denotes derivative with respect to u. Now evaluating equation (5) to zeroth order in e we find dusk, = 0
But this is just the wave equation for the wall surface. Thus, to zeroth order in wall thickness independent of the wall model, or any ansatz for the fields and even independent of gravity, the wall must obey a 'Nambu' equation of motion.
We will now investigate the case where the self gravity of the wall is negligible in the regimes of interest, in other words when (Gu) < c. Here, our equations of motion for X and h os remain the same, but the equation for K,,b simplifies. Since we are neglecting gravity, the metric is flat and one can show that ("R.s = KX,s -&=X,-b. Now using equation (4a) and neglecting all terms proportional to Go we find
The solution of this equation is
Using the trace of this equation in equation (5) we find KC') J -du(x')2 + c -u(X')*Kob(0)Kb, + X~D.D~X] = 0. (7) --oD
We now find K(0) to second order in c by using an iterative procedure on equations (4b), (6) and (7). Evaluating equation (7) to zeroth order in e gives, as before, K,(O) = 0. It then follows from equation (6) that K, = 0. Now evaluating equation (4b) to first order and using the boundary conditions for X yields X, = 0. Equation (7) to first order then gives K,(O) = 0. Now use equation (6) in equation (7) and evaluate to second order to obtain where
Thus to second order in the wall thickness, the wall no longer obeys a Narnbu equation, but acquires a term cubic in the curvature of the wall:
K + ac2KzhKb Kc = 0 oc 0s .
For the case of the A@ wall, one finds that a = (x2 -6)/12 and for the Sine Gordon case 0. = ??/12.
We now briefly remark upon walls with significant self-gravity. In this case, we have not only to worry about the behaviour of the wall surface itself, but also the way it affects the spacetime surrounding it. We therefore end up with two sets of equations which must be satisfied by the gravitating domain wall, the internal geometric equation, and the external Israel type equation. One can retain gravity in the above calculation if one wishes, and the geometric correction turns out to be similar and second order in c. However, the corrections to the Israel equations were worked out in [g] for the case of a XC$~ domain wall in vacua, and were found to be first order in the wall thickness:
[kc+] = -4rGEhab , For different models, the numerical factor in 5 will change, but the form of the equation remains the same. Thus, for a strongly gravitating wall, the greater effect on the wall motion is due to its self gravity. We will return to this point later.
Let us now consider the question of whether we can derive the equation of motion (10) in the absence of gravity, by an effective action argument. This would involve expanding the action
in terms of the wall thickness, and integrating out perpendicular to the wall. The method would involve using the coordinate system we have already set up, and proposing an ansats Note again that this is much sooner than naive expectations that would suggest that the approximation fails when the spatial radius of the sphere is O(e).
In the case when % >> % where RH -(GcT)-' the horizon size associated with the wsll, the most important corrections to the equation of motion arise due to self-gravity.
Using (11) In figure 2 we show the results obtained by integrating (17) for the case S = 0.1. Gravity can clearly be seen to reduce the rate of collapse of the wall.
Finally, it is easily checked that the exact solutions to the field theoretic equation of motion obtained by Vachaspati7 satisfy (10) to order e2.
To summarize, we have found the second order correction to the equation of motion of a domain wall, and exhibited that this gives a rigidity to the wall. We have shown that gravity, when important, has a stronger effect on the wall, also tending to make it more rigid. We estimated the breakdowu of our approximation, which occurs typically well before the spatial radius of curvature becomes of the order of the wall thickness. Further, once this approximation does break down, corrections to all orders in thickness become important; in other words, only a field theory description will suffice to describe such a region.
For the case of cosmic strings, we argued that there was no correction to second order in the width of the string, therefore strings are Nambu to a very high accuracy, unless they exhibit regimes of high extrinsic curvature (such as cusps). At such places, only a field theoretic description will suffice. However, note that this breakdown will occur well before the spatial radius of curvature becomes of order the string width.
Finally, Nielsen and Olesen were interested in a vortex solution exhibiting Nambu properties in order to get a phenomenological representation of a dual string. The lack of the second order correction term in the case of strings shows that the "&(l + k')" lagrangian first suggested by Polyakova, has no physical manifestation.
Appendix.
Here we will find the equations of motion associated with the action (11). In order to do this, we use an alternate definition of the curvature in terms of the coordinates of E, which we will denote as Xa(eA), tA being the intrinsic coordinates of the surface C:
DADBX" = KABTL" (AlI
We therefore need to find the equations of motion associated with the action
. (-4.4 where A = (r/2. In varying the action with respect to X", we must remember that both the metric, /LAB, and the connection, hzB depend on X". For the metric we have:
Therefore, varying S with respect to X0 gives three pieces The first term is the variation of the volume element, this gives, upon integration by parts,
The other two terms contain the variation 6 [hACDADBX"] = -hAEhCD6hfiDDADBX" + DcD~6X" -hAC6hzBXSE C-45) the last term of which vanishes when contracted with DDX,,, which is normal to the wdl. 
Which is the equation of motion we wished to derive.
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